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•  ★ “A Victory Against Secret Gender Transitions Without Parental Consent: Kate Anderson”
“In this episode, we sit down with Kate Anderson, senior counsel with Alliance Defending Freedom 
and director of its Center for Parental Rights, to discuss their case against Kettle Moraine School 
District. A Wisconsin court ruled that the school district's policy of changing students’ names and 
pronouns without parental consent was a violation of parents’ rights. “It was a wonderful win from the 
court defending parental rights that I think will set the stage for many other courts across the country,” 
Ms. Anderson said.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/a-victory-against-secret-gender-transitions-without-parental-
consent-kate-anderson-atlnow-5515483 

• “Radical 'Woke' Therapy Is Turning People Into Chronic Victims”
“Counselors, social workers, and psychologists are some of the mental health professionals who care 
for individuals when they’re the most vulnerable. Yet as therapy becomes more politicized, it can be 
difficult for those without a “woke” mindset to find a therapist open to one’s values and experiences. 
By embracing the latest political ideology and social justice activism, the therapy profession that has 
existed since the late 18th century is undergoing a radical transformation. A profession traditionally 
known for helping clients build skills to solve problems independently is instead churning out 
individuals who see themselves as chronic victims.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/radical-woke-therapy-is-turning-people-into-chronic-victims-
5453790 
REPORT: www.thefp.com/p/how-therapists-became-social-justice-warriors 

• “Incels and the Rise of the Hermitic Male”
“Close your eyes and picture an incel. What do you see? A white male, weapon in hand, scanning the 
streets looking for an innocent woman to attack. The idea of violent "involuntary celibates" is enough 
to make any sane individual sweat buckets. Incels, we’re told, are a terrorist threat. Are they, though?”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/incels-and-the-rise-of-the-hermitic-male-5502157 
REPORT: psycnet.apa.org/record/2023-77261-001 

• “How the FBI, DOJ, and Teachers Unions Are Targeting Parents Who Advocate for their Kids’ 
Education: Tiffany Justice and Tina Descovich”
“They started with the DOJ issuing the threat tag. Then they moved to the FBI, who actually called 
some of our moms after they spoke at school board meetings with intimidating questions, trying to 
silence them…But during the pandemic, they witnessed how teachers unions prioritized fear-based 
policies and activist messaging over the well-being of children…They’re the founders of Moms for 
Liberty, a grassroots organization empowering parents to defend their rights and advocate for their 
children’s education. In just over two years, they’ve grown to 300 chapters in 47 states.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/the-wrong-moms-tiffany-justice-and-tina-descovich-on-parental-
power-educational-failures-and-alphabet-soup-excuses-5503330 
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• “Career-Driven Feminist Abandons Liberal ‘Fantasy’ for Family, Tells How Lies Target Young 
Women”
“She had been climbing the career ladder of science her entire adult life, but as 33-year-old Rachel 
Bock neared her goal of getting her Ph.D., her once confident strides began to buckle. The hairline 
fractures in her worldview really started to show. “One more year,” her then-roommate said to her, 
looking up from her laptop as they sat at the kitchen table, both students working over breakfast. “I 
can't wait to start trying to have a baby, I can't wait to be done with this. I hate this.” Ms. Bock had 
indeed heard correctly. The younger woman let it slip out, saying what many of her peers were 
thinking.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/bright/career-driven-feminist-abandons-liberal-fantasy-for-family-tells-
how-lies-target-young-women-5488210 
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